Programme for UK Portion of Event

11.00-11.30 BST (6:00-6:30 AM EST): Welcome and Opening Remarks

Session 1: Communicating the Disease in the Ancient World (Chair Chiara Blanco)

11.30-12.30 BST (6:30-7:30 AM EST): David Langslow (University of Manchester): 'The Language of Disease and its Treatment in Classical Antiquity'

12.30-13.00 BST (7:30-8:00 AM EST): Break

Session 2: Disease and Community (Chair Simona Martorana)

13.00-14.00 BST (8:00-9:00 AM EST): Brian Castellani and Tim Fowler (Durham University): 'Western Civilization and its Global Discontents in Pandemic'

14.00-14.15 BST (9:00-9:15 AM EST): Break


15.15-15.30 BST (10:15-10:30 AM EST): Break

Session 3: Performing the Disease (Chair Michael Goyette)

15.30-16.00 BST (10:30-11:00 AM EST): George Gazis (Durham University): 'An Introduction to Sophocles’ Philoctetes'

16.00-17.30 BST (11:00-12:30 AM EST): Performance of Sophocles’ Philoctetes by Durham Classics Society
Programme for US Portion of Event

12:30-12:45 PM EST (17:30-17:45 BST): Welcome and Opening Remarks

Session 1: Ancient and Modern Communities in Communication about Health and Disease (Chair Allegra Hahn)

12:45-1:45 PM EST (17:45-18:45 BST): Peter Meineck (New York University): ‘Philoctetes in Vietnam, Iraq, Afghanistan, and America’

1:45-2:00 PM EST (18:45-19:00 BST): Break

2:00-3:00 PM EST (19:00-20:00 BST): Bronwen Wickkiser (Wabash College): ‘Bodies, Community, and an Ancient Greek Healing God: An Experiment in Outreach’

3:00-3:15 PM EST (20:00-20:15 BST): Break

Session 2: Disease, Communication, and Vaccination (Chair Chiara Blanco)


4:15-4:30 PM EST (21:15-21:30 BST): Break

Session 3: Communities and Communications of Healing (Chair Simona Martorana)

4:30-5:30 PM EST (21:30-22:30 BST): Julia Schneider (Narrative Rx): ‘Healing Arts: Narrative Medicine & Healthcare’

5:30-5:45 PM EST (22:30-22:45 BST): Concluding Remarks
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This event is part of the Body and Medicine in Latin Poetry Network: https://bodyandmedicinelatin.weebly.com